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Report of Visit to University of Jordan 1986 publisher description
A History of Jordan 2004-02-09 this book gives a detailed account of the scarce water resources of jordan with a focus on their quantities quality and use for different sectors it details
the political social and economic dimensions of the scarce water resources along with their implications on jordan s cooperation with its neighbors the book includes implemented
projects of dams canals water supply networks waste water treatment and more it gives an overview of which projects have been successful and which have failed to achieve their
purposes and why shared water with other countries and their developmental implications to the water sector are discussed and future water supply projects such as the red sea dead
sea conduit project are elaborated on the book also touches upon the waves of refugees and their impact on the water sector and water strategies in jordan
Water Resources of Jordan 2018-05-18 king abdullah played an active role in the partition of palestine and as a result has always been viewed as one of the most controversial
figures in modern middle east history this book is the first in depth study of the historical and personal circumstances that made him so born in mecca in 1882 of a family that traced its
lineage to the prophet muhammad abdullah belonged to the ottoman ruling elite he grew up in istanbul and returned to mecca when his father was appointed sharif in 1908 during the
first world war he earned nationalist credentials as a leader of the arab revolt against the ottoman empire owing to his alliance with britain in the revolt he emerged afterwards as a
contender for power in a middle east now dominated by britain despite grandiose ambitions abdullah ended up as britain s client in the mandated territory of transjordan his
dependence on britain was exacerbated by his situation in transjordan an artificial creation with no significant cities no natural resources and little meaning beyond its importance to
british strategy within the constraints of british interests it was left to abdullah to make something of his position and he spent the remainder of his life looking beyond transjordan s
borders for a role a clientele or a stable balance of interests which would allow him a future independent of british fortunes he found all three after 1948 when in conjunction with the
creation of israel he came to rule the portion of palestine known as the west bank
King Abdullah, Britain and the Making of Jordan 1987 this book introduces the second part of a collection of exquisite coloured photographs which illustrate diverse wild medicinal and
aromatic plant species in jordan it discusses 279 species from 60 families recorded from 400m below sea level in the dead sea and the jordan valley to 2000m above sea level in the
north and from the deserts of al azraq and wadi rum in the east and the south to the lush black soils in the north and along the jordan river and water channels in the west information
on species taxonomy and botanical affiliation chemical constituents plant parts used in medication medicinal and pharmacological importance healing properties and uses in folk
medicine is also presented as such the book is a valuable resource on diverse wild plant species of different growth habits and habitats used for culinary health and other purposes
The Coloured Atlas of Medicinal and Aromatic Plants of Jordan and Their Uses (Volume Three) 2020-04-15 jordan is one of the most important countries of the fertile crescent although it
is not richly endowed with material resources its political significance in the region gives it considerable authority this book focuses on the economic development of jordan over the last
decade it analyses the structural changes the economy has undergone and examines the experience of the key sectors it also looks at the contribution of foreign aid and emigrant
workers remittances to the economy the book concludes that there is a significant potential for the jordanian economy but the current political and economic problems facing it are
daunting first published in 1987
The Economic Development of Jordan (RLE Economy of Middle East) 2014-10-30 in the first book to address the dilemma faced by jordanian women in the workforce amira el azhary
sonbol delineates the constraints that exist in a number of legal practices namely penal codes that permit violence against muslim women and personal status laws that require a
husband s permission for a woman to work leniency in honor crimes and early marriage and motherhood for girls are other factors that extend the patriarchal power throughout a
woman s life and ultimately deny her full legal competency significantly sonbol notes that society s accepting as islamic the legal constraints that control women s work constitutes a
major barrier to any effort to change them even though historically the islamic sharia actually encourages women s work and despite the fact that muslim women have contributed
materially to their society s economy the author covers new ground as she effectively illustrates how jordanian laws governing gender family and work combine with laws and legal
philosophies derived from tribal traditional islamic and modern laws to form a strict patriarchal structure
Women of Jordan 2022-04-12 this handbook presents a broad yet nuanced portrait of the hashemite kingdom of jordan its socio political rifts economic challenges foreign policy
priorities and historical complexities the hashemite kingdom of jordan has traditionally been an oasis of peace and stability in the ever turbulent middle east the political ambitions of
regional powers often expressed in the form of territorial aggrandisement have followed the hashemites like an inseparable shadow the scarcity of natural resources especially water
has been compounded by the periodic influx of refugees from its neighbours as a result many arab and non arab alike have questioned the longevity and survival of jordan these
uncertainties were compounded when the founding ruler king abdullah i became involved in the nascent palestinian problem at the end of world war ii the annexation of the eastern part
of mandate palestine or the west bank in the wake of the 1948 war transformed the jordanian demography and sowed the seeds of an uneasy relationship with the palestinian
component of its population citizens residents and refugees though better natural resources and stronger leaders have not ensured political stability in many arab and non arab
countries jordan has been an exception indeed since its formation as an emirate by the british in 1921 the kingdom has seen only four rulers a testimony to the sagacity and political
foresight of the hashemites the hashemites have managed to sustain the semi rentier model primarily through international aid and assistance which in turn inhibits jordan from
pursuing rapid political and economic reforms though a liberal multi religious and multicultural society jordan has been hampered by social cleavages especially between the tribal
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population and the forces of modernization
The Palgrave Handbook of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 2019-11-30 jordan can be considered to be an outdoor natural geological museum exhibiting rocks of the
precambrian age up to the present holocene time within its rocks are imprinted fossils recrystallized minerals geological structures ancient human remains and other geological features
which contribute to our understanding of global geology this book offers simple up to date findings descriptions and discussions with clear illustrations to help students and researchers
comprehend the geology of jordan the book will also allow non geologists to gain insight into jordan s geological set up
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan: Nutrition Survey, April-June 1962 1963 the kingdom of jordan stands strategically amidst the countries of the near east bordered by israel syria iraq
and saudi arabia a small country poor in resources it is torn by conflicting tensions and policies and by strife between pro western and pro soviet elements this study of jordan in the
english language surveys all aspects of jordan s life the land the people their history politics economy society and culture mr patai fully considers the issue of westernization versus
traditionalism and its probable bearing on jordan s future originally published in 1958 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on demand technology to again make available
previously out of print books from the distinguished backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these important books while presenting them in
durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found in the thousands of books published by
princeton university press since its founding in 1905
An Introduction to the Geology of Jordan 2023-08-11 this book describes the history of jordan algebras and describes in full mathematical detail the recent structure theory for jordan
algebras of arbitrary dimension due to efim zel manov jordan algebras crop up in many surprising settings and find application to a variety of mathematical areas no knowledge is
required beyond standard first year graduate algebra courses
Kingdom of Jordan 2015-12-08 the goal of the second international food legume research conference held in cairo egypt was to build on the success of the first conference held nearly 6
years earlier at spokane washington usa it was at that first conference where the decision was made to hold the second conference in egypt and so near the ancestral home of these
food legume crops it has been a long held view that the cool season food legumes had their origin in the mediterranean basin and the near east arc and there is little doubt that food
legumes were a staple food of the ancient egyptian civilization the cool season food legumes have the reputation for producing at least some yield under adverse conditions of poor
fertility and limited moisture i e in circumstances where other crops are likely to fail completely yields of cool season food legumes are particularly poor in those regions where they are
most important to local populations the influx of more profitable crops such as wheat maize and soybeans have gradually relegated the food legumes to marginal areas with poor
fertility and limited water which exposes them to even greater degrees of stress in the past two decades production of food legumes has declined in most of the developing countries
while at the same time it has expanded greatly in canada australia and most notably in turkey
A Taste of Jordan Algebras 2003-11-14 the best selling 12 rules for life an antidote to chaos 2018 by jordan b peterson is a sweeping investigation into how humans should cope with life
s suffering drawing from biology anthropology psychology history and mythology as well as from great thinkers and religions peterson outlines 12 key principles that will lead to an
ethical and relatively manageable life purchase this in depth summary to learn more
Expanding the Production and Use of Cool Season Food Legumes 2012-12-06 this book addresses the relationship between economic development and income distribution in
jordan it deals with the economics of wage and income distribution in an empirical manner and attempts to contribute to distributional issues as these are linked to social policy in jordan
Summary of Jordan B. Peterson’s 12 Rules for Life by Milkyway Media 2018-08-31 examines important elements in the economic and political systems in jordan and argues that the state
possesses a certain amount of economic resilience and has successfully fostered a national identity
Proceedings of the Third Symposium 1989 the theory of jordan algebras has played important roles behind the scenes of several areas of mathematics jacobson s book has long
been the definitive treatment of the subject it covers foundational material structure theory and representation theory for jordan algebras of course there are immediate connections
with lie algebras which jacobson details in chapter 8 of particular continuing interest is the discussion of exceptional jordan algebras which serve to explain the exceptional lie algebras
and lie groups jordan algebras originally arose in the attempts by jordan von neumann and wigner to formulate the foundations of quantum mechanics they are still useful and important
in modern mathematical physics as well as in lie theory geometry and certain areas of analysis
Income Distribution In Jordan 2019-04-26 this volume presents a functional and typological study of the iron age artefacts recovered during six years of excavation at the site of tall jawa
in central jordan the introduction presents information on the recording and classification system used to identify artefact types the main chapter presents each category of artefact with
examples of the most representative items and their parallels from sites in israel and syria examples include jewellery figurines weapons food processing tools and tools used in a
variety of crafts and industries a cd rom is included containing the database and illustrations of all registered items dating to the iron age 100 600 bc
Politics and Economy in Jordan 2005-12-05 in poet of jordan william tamplin presents two decades worth of the political poetry of muhammad fanatil al hajaya a bedouin poet from
jordan whose voice channels a popular strain of popular arab political thought
Structure and Representations of Jordan Algebras 1968-12-31 a towering figure in the history of jordan king hussein reigned for nearly half a century from his grandfather s
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assassination in 1953 to his own death in 1999 in this fascinating biography nigel ashton recounts the eventful life of the king who not only survived but flourished amidst crisis after
crisis as ruler of a poor desert nation surrounded by powerful and hostile neighbors hussein skillfully navigated complicated relationships with the british his fellow arab leaders the new
bordering state of israel masses of dispossessed palestinians within his kingdom every u s president from eisenhower to clinton and every british prime minister from churchill to blair
this book illuminates the private man his key relationships and his achievements and disappointments as a central player in the tough world of middle eastern politics ashton has had
unique access to king hussein s private papers including his secret correspondence with u s british and israeli leaders and he has also conducted numerous interviews with members of
hussein s circle and immediate family the resulting book brings new depth to our understanding of the popular and canny king while also providing new information about the wars of
1967 and 1973 president reagan s role in the iran contra affair the evolution of the middle east peace process and much more
Excavations at Tall Jawa, Jordan 2 2002 the uprisings that were seen throughout the middle east during 2010 and 2011 make it difficult to over state the role of educated youth in
the region s politics daniele cantini combines an analysis of young people in jordan of its relevance and of its perceived crisis with one which looks at education and the pursuit of
knowledge he thereby highlights the unprecedented rise in youth population and the growth in institutions of higher learning as a way to explore and explain the challenges arab
majority societies are currently facing it proposes an understanding of the university as an institution integral to the survival of the regime discusses its fragile reforms and crucial in the
formation of young people s social and political identities youth and education in the middle east offers vital first hand accounts of the role of educational institutions and the impact
they have in shaping transnational and local constituencies as well as in the micropolitics of everyday life
Poet of Jordan: The Political Poetry of Muhammad Fanatil Al-Hajaya 2018-08-13 how do young scholars from the arab world interact with english literature is literature relevant to their
life can it help shape their reality is this affiliation new or is there a pattern this book poses some answers to these questions and more it is ideal for university students and young
intellectuals who seek further insight into world literature and literary theory as this book shows strong and courageous voices from the past voices that transcend time and space like
swift s must remain alive in the departments of english and world literature in this wasteland of globalization a world dominated by cold science materialism and conflict there is need
for swift to haunt us for his ghost to wake us to the truth anarchist anti colonialist nay sayer champion of the oppressed and conscious of the plight of women swift is the ultimate
therapeutic ironist what more can a pen do
King Hussein of Jordan 2008-10-01 a state of the art presentation on a people nation of transjordan known to readers of the bible as a neighbor and often an enemy of first
millennium b c israel topics covered in the book s ten chapters include a review of archaeological research in ammon r w younker the emergence of the ammonites r w younker
ammonite territory and sites b macdonald ammonite monumental and domestic architecture m najjar and p m m daviau respectively as well as burial customs and practices k yassine
the ceramic traditions of central transjordan g london ammonite texts and language w e aufrecht the religion of the ammonites w e aufrecht and the ammonites in the late iron age and
the persian period l g herr figures and tables accompany each chapter in addition the publication includes an excursus on the salient features of iron age tribal kingdoms o labianca each
chapter of ancient ammon includes extensive reference material the publication is fully indexed
Youth and Education in the Middle East 2016-01-27 wadi hammeh 27 an early natufian settlement at pella in jordan is an integrated analysis of subsistence strategies settlement
patterns and ritual life in a 14 000 year old hunter gatherer settlement located in the east jordan valley
An Arab Perspective on Jonathan Swift 2023-06-20 first published in 1983 jordan crossroads of middle eastern events examines jordan s unique role in the middle east arab israeli
conflict focusing also on its attempt and partial success at developing its economy and society in the face of a dearth of natural resources and a large influx of refugees woven
throughout the narrative is the role of king hussain a singular arab ruler master player on both the middle eastern and world stages even though his country lacks significant assets or
power in either those arenas peter gubser describes jordan s people culture history and social structure then looks at how the country buffeted in the tumultuous middle east hampered
by limited internal political development and strained by its rapid transition from a peasant bedouin economy to one dominated by refugee problems has moved forward to a much
sounder economy based on diversification in agriculture industry mineral extraction and services the author argues that jordan once almost entirely depended on the west for economic
largess as well as for political support now has major arab sources of assistance and is reorienting its foreign policy accordingly this is a must read for scholars and researchers of middle
east studies middle east history and middle east politics
Ancient Ammon 2023-11-13 us foreign policy in the middle east has faced a challenge in the years since world war ii balancing an idealistic desire to promote democracy against the
practical need to create stability here cleo bunch puts a focus on us policy in jordan from the establishment of the state of israel in 1948 to 1970 and the run up to black september
these years saw a phase where the middle east became a stage on which cold war rivalries were played out as the us was keen to encourage and maintain alliances in order to
counteract soviet influence in egypt and syria bunch s analysis of us foreign policy and diplomacy vis a vis jordan will appeal to those researching both the history and the contemporary
implications of the west s foreign policy in the middle east and the effects of international relations on the region
Wadi Hammeh 27, an Early Natufian Settlement at Pella in Jordan 2012-11-23 jordan young had been dating author tobin blake s daughter for two years when days after his
eighteenth birthday he was diagnosed with an aggressive form of lymphoma within months several rounds of chemotherapy had failed and top physicians determined that young now
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on a ventilator in the icu could not survive the widespread disease but he did survive and two years later is cancer free this suspenseful narrative explores the anatomy of a miracle the
precise steps blake took with young on his journey back from the brink young s path shows how methods based on spiritual laws can be used to transform fear navigate the medical
world guide family and friends and most important heal it illustrates that with love all things can be healed hope is always justified and nothing is impossible no matter what the doctors
tell you
Food security and climate change in dry areas: Proceedings of the International conference on Food Security and Climate Change in Dry Areas Amman, Jordan 1-4 Feb 2010. 1983 this
book provides an in depth analysis of the current evolutionary clustering techniques it discusses the most highly regarded methods for data clustering the book provides literature
reviews about single objective and multi objective evolutionary clustering algorithms in addition the book provides a comprehensive review of the fitness functions and evaluation
measures that are used in most of evolutionary clustering algorithms furthermore it provides a conceptual analysis including definition validation and quality measures applications and
implementations for data clustering using classical and modern nature inspired techniques it features a range of proven and recent nature inspired algorithms used to data clustering
including particle swarm optimization ant colony optimization grey wolf optimizer salp swarm algorithm multi verse optimizer harris hawks optimization beta hill climbing optimization
the book also covers applications of evolutionary data clustering in diverse fields such as image segmentation medical applications and pavement infrastructure asset management
Horizons 2022-10-30 situated south of the dead sea near the famous nabatean capital of petra the faynan region in jordan contains the largest deposits of copper ore in the southern
levant the edom lowlands regional archaeology project elrap takes an anthropological archaeology approach to the deep time study of culture change in one of the old world s most
important locales for studying technological development using innovative digital tools for data recording curation analyses and dissemination the researchers focused on ancient
mining and metallurgy as the subject of surveys and excavations related to the iron age ca 1200 500 bce when the first local historical state level societies appeared in this part of the
eastern mediterranean basin this comprehensive and important volume challenges the current scholarly consensus concerning the emergence and historicity of the iron age polity of
biblical edom and some of its neighbors such as ancient israel excavations and radiometric dating establish a new chronology for edom adding almost 500 more years to the iron age
including key periods of biblical history when david solomon and the egyptian pharaoh shoshenq i are alleged to have interacted with edom included is a 7 gigabyte dvd with over 55
000 files of additional data and photographs from the project
Jordan 2014-02-28 jordan occupies centre stage in both middle eastern and arabic politics yet the kingdom itself is comparatively under researched this volume contains contributions
from some of jordan s most respected academics in the field of geography economics and political science a number of international specialists in jordan have also made valuable
contributions the work covers important aspects of the jordanian economic and political scene which have not yet been written about in english aspects of jordan s consumer society are
examined including the question of foreign aid support the role of the private sector and the demand for consumer durables the economic vulnerability which an open consumer society
faces is illustrated in the chapter on the balance of payments and inflation despite economic and political problems it is argued that jordan has exhibited a certain economic resilience
and that a national identity has been successfully fostered
The United States and Jordan 2015-10-26 this first book of its kind discusses in particular the role of investor protection as regards disclosure when issuers are offering securities to the
public with full descriptions of the securities markets and stock exchanges in seventeen arab jurisdictions in two interrelated parts it examines both the regional macroeconomic matrix
and a detailed case study that of jordan in order to analyse the development and characteristics of an arab regulatory model among the important issues and topics arising in the course
of the analysis are the following relevance of international regulatory standards to arab securities markets mandatory versus voluntary securities disclosure the fundamentals of the
islamic financial system role of riba and gharar nature and impact of shari a s unquantifiable juridical risks on the modus operandi of arab securities markets macroeconomic adjustment
policies and structural adjustment programmes in several arab countries recent economic and arab capital markets impact in the wake of the arab spring extent of different countries
reliance on shari a as a constitutional source constitutional challenges to the imposition of interest the need for the positive law to compel securities disclosure under shari a
shareholders remedies when suing for fraud or negligent misstatements liability for misleading or inaccurate disclosure under the general law of the uk and a selected arab jurisdiction
prospectus liability under the statutory regime of the uk and an arab regulatory regime bars to rescission of contract comparative uk and shari a aspects and arab uk regulatory
agencies enforcement prosecutorial administrative and civil remedies the author closely examines various instruments deployed for conveying securities disclosure and dissemination of
information and looks extensively at relevant rulings as enunciated by an arab court of cassation he then constructs a model of an effective securities disclosure regime in order to
provide better investor protection for shareholders under shari a among the strengths of dr lu ayy minwer al rimawi s book is the fact that at all times he adopts a comparative approach
not only as between different arab systems but also with an appreciation of the legal position in the uk and the european union and elsewhere the hon mr justice sir william blair q c high
court judge in the uk and chairman of the qatar financial centre regulatory tribunal as the first in depth discussion of the regulation of arab capital markets in english with an eye to
international standards and the policy issues involved and with attention focused on the central question of how the law can properly protect investors this book will commend itself to
all those with an interest in securities markets in the arab world
The Healing of Jordan Young 2021-02-20 issues in national regional and environmental health and medicine 2011 edition is a scholarlyeditions ebook that delivers timely authoritative
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and comprehensive information about national regional and environmental health and medicine the editors have built issues in national regional and environmental health and medicine
2011 edition on the vast information databases of scholarlynews you can expect the information about national regional and environmental health and medicine in this ebook to be
deeper than what you can access anywhere else as well as consistently reliable authoritative informed and relevant the content of issues in national regional and environmental health
and medicine 2011 edition has been produced by the world s leading scientists engineers analysts research institutions and companies all of the content is from peer reviewed sources
and all of it is written assembled and edited by the editors at scholarlyeditions and available exclusively from us you now have a source you can cite with authority confidence and
credibility more information is available at scholarlyeditions com
Evolutionary Data Clustering: Algorithms and Applications 2014-12-31 this book investigates the archaeological epigraphic and biblical evidence for the course of ammon s history
setting it squarely within the context of ancient near eastern imperialism drawing on cross cultural parallels from the archaeology of empires tyson elucidates the dynamic processes by
which the local ammonite elite made the cousins of biblical israel visible to history tyson explains changes in the region of ammon during the iron age ii namely the increasing numbers
of locally produced elite items as well as imports growth in the use of writing for administrative and display purposes and larger numbers of sedentary settlements in the light of the
transformative role that the neo assyrian and neo babylonian empires played in the ancient near east the study also widens the conversation to consider cross cultural examples of how
empires affect peripheral societies
New Insights into the Iron Age Archaeology of Edom, Southern Jordan 2005-12-05 this volume marks a departure from earlier descriptive archaeological summaries of the holy
land taking an anthropological and socio economic perspective many of the leading archaeologists who work in israel and jordan today present timely and concise summaries of the
archaeology of this region chronologically organized each chapter outlines the major cultural transitions which occurred in a given archaeological period to explain the processes which
were responsible for culture change a review is made of the most recent research concerning settlement patterns innovations and technology religion and ideology and social
organization the material culture of every period of human history in the holy land is explored from the earliest prehistoric hominids through the biblical and historical periods and up to
modern 20th century times each chapter is accompanied by settlement pattern maps and a plate highlighting the major artifacts which archaeologists use to identify the material
culture of the period in addition windows are presented which focus on major social issues and controversies such as the agricultural revolution the israelite conquest of canaan and
ancient metal working and social change this volume should provide students and the general reader with a useful reference volume concerning the archaeology of societies which lived
and live in the holy land
Politics and Economy in Jordan 2012-02-01 drawing on a theoretical model of coexistence premised on universality reciprocity and inclusion this book focusses on the development of
academic social work programs and cross border partnerships to promote social justice and peace in israel palestine and jordan using the model of rights based practice initiated by
professor torczyner in montreal and brought to the middle east in the 1990s it shows how the creation and brokering of cross border partnerships added the concept of rights based
practice to the lexicon of these countries established groundbreaking advocacy centers in the hearts of disadvantaged communities developed academic social work programs and
initiated important policy changes in each country to reduce inequality and promote social inclusion showing how this evolving method of rights based practice rooted in theories of
coexistence was uniquely adapted in different contexts and cultures while negotiating complex volatile political environments it illustrates how long term peace can be advanced when
like minded people irrespective of nationality or religion find ways to promote common interest and a regional culture where all people share the same rights this book will be of interest
to all social work students and practitioners interested in community organization and rights based practice as well as scholars policy makers and practitioners of international
development political science peace studies jewish studies middle eastern studies reconciliation and conflict resolution
Raising Capital on Arab Equity Markets 2012-01-09 jordan is a key area of migration within the levantine corridor that links the continents of africa and asia crossing jordan
examines the peoples and cultures that have travelled across jordan from antiquity to the present the book offers a critical analysis of recent discoveries and archaeological models in
jordan and highlights the significant contribution of north american archaeologists to the field leading archaeologists explore the theory and methodology of archaeology in jordan in
essays which range across prehistory the bronze age the iron age the hellenistic and roman periods nabatean civilization the byzantine period and islamic civilization the volume
provides an up to date guide to the archaeological heritage of jordan being an important resource for scholars and students of jordan s history as well as citizens non governmental
organizations and tourists
Issues in National, Regional, and Environmental Health and Medicine: 2011 Edition 2014-04-24
Managed Groundwater Recharge and Rainwater Harvesting 1995-01-01
The Ammonites 2020-12-20
Arch Of Society 2016-06-16
Rights-Based Community Practice and Academic Activism in a Turbulent World
Crossing Jordan
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